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Experimental Lakes Area Vital for Solving Problems in Lake Winnipeg
Cancellation of  world-class federal program devastating to future health of Canada’s Great Lakes

August 2, 2012 (GIMLI) – Today, Prime Minister Harper announced funding for Lake Winnipeg.  
Diane Orihel, Coalition to Save ELA Leader, and Dr. Jon Gerrard, Manitoba Liberal Leader were 
in Gimli to applaud the funds for Lake Winnipeg, but warned that the loss of the ELA program and 
its scientists will devastate the capacity of the scientific community to address the causes and find 
the solutions to Lake Winnipeg’s problems. Dr. Gerrard explained that “funding Lake Winnipeg 
research without funding ELA is like sending rowers to the Olympics without oars”.

Lake Winnipeg is one of Canada’s Great Lakes and a foundation of Manitoba’s economic, social, 
and cultural well-being.  Every summer, massive blooms of ‘blue-green’ algae plague Lake 
Winnipeg and many nutrient-polluted lakes across the country.  Algal blooms cause fish kills, 
increase the cost of drinking water treatment, devalue shoreline properties, and pose health risks to 
children, pets, and livestock.

The world-class institution at the forefront of understanding algal blooms – the Experimental Lakes 
Area (ELA) – is being terminated by the Conservative Government.  The ELA consists of a team 
of federal government scientists at DFO’s Freshwater Institute in Winnipeg, Manitoba and a unique 
field research station in northwestern Ontario consisting of 58 pristine lakes set aside for research.  

The ELA was established in the 1960s to study the algal blooms chocking Lake Erie.  Because of 
the size and complexity of Lake Erie, it was necessary to conduct controlled experiments on small 
lakes at ELA to test which nutrient limits growth of algae.  From the pioneering studies at ELA, 
phosphorus was removed from detergents and sewage effluent, and water quality improved in Lake 
Erie and many lakes around the world. 

Last week, Conservative MP James Bezan (Selkirk-Interlake) explained “research is best served 
by working on exactly where the problem lies”.  This is incorrect - restoring Lake Winnipeg will 
require a combination of monitoring the state of the lake and performing controlled experiments in 
model systems to test hypotheses concerning the causes and solutions to the lake’s poor health.

The Conservatives are creating a false dichotomy by pitting funding for Lake Winnipeg against 
funding for ELA. “Much of the fundamental understanding of nutrient management in lakes so 
critical to the recovery of Lake Winnipeg has and is being developed at the ELA” explains Ray 
Hesslein, Lake Winnipeg Foundation Science Advisory Board.  Further, ELA staff were responsible 
for surveys of Lake Winnipeg in the 1960s, and were instrumental in discovering the major changes 
in Lake Winnipeg following the 1997 flood.



 

Cancellation of the ELA program is detrimental to the future health of all Canadian lakes, but 
especially to Lake Winnipeg.  ELA scientists have provided much of the ‘aquatic science capacity’ 
of Manitoba, both directly and by training the next generation of aquatic scientists. “With this source 
of talent being cut off by the Harper government, where will new talent come from?” questions 
David Schindler,  Killam Memorial Chair in Ecology, University of Alberta.

From Winnipeg, NDP MP Pat Martin (Wolseley), remarked that "increasing funding to Lake 
Winnipeg doesn't mitigate the folly of gutting the ELA. This is a clumsy attempt at damage control 
because they underestimated the public relations hit suffered for trying to kill off that world class 
research facility."
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MEDIA CONTACTS:

Diane Orihel, Leader of the Coalition to Save ELA 
Tel: 204-979-2395, Email: diane@saveela.org, Twitter: @DianeSaveELA
 
The Coalition to Save ELA is a nonpartisan group of scientists and citizens concerned about the 
future of Canada’s Experimental Lakes Area. For more information: http://www.saveela.org
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